FLEET & ASSET
MANAGEMENT FLEETMASTER
TECHNICIAN’S TABLET
While the core Fleetmaster system can streamline

Technician’s Tablet: Key Benefits

workshop operations and reduce associated costs,

• Improved in-workshop efficiency and productivity

its effectiveness is multiplied when allied with the

• Streamlined data entry for increased accuracy

Technician’s Tablet, which enables technicians

• Eradicate data re-entry errors

to receive job details and enter work details – all
without leaving the workshop.

• Accurate KPI reporting at any time
• Improve workflow forecasting
• Usable on any tablet PC or Smartphone

Go Mobile
With the Technician’s Touchscreen, staff can access

“The Technician’s Tablet maximises

Fleetmaster wherever they need. Workshop employees

technician efficiency; improves data

can complete inspection sheets electronically, and

accuracy; and provides managers greater

drivers can even be assigned work – and then enter

visibility of operational performance.”

the results – from remote locations.
Any Device
Because the Technician’s Tablet is browser-based, it
is not limited to any particular device, so it can be
used with any Tablet PC or Smartphone.
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FLEETMASTER: TECHNICIAN’S TABLET
Maximise technician effectiveness

Instant reports

Your technicians are a valuable – and expensive
– resource. So why waste their time collecting and
processing job cards and ordering or waiting for parts?
With Fleetmaster: Technician’s Tablet, job details are
digitally transmitted wherever the technician needs them,
and simply entered via the tablet’s touchscreen.

Do you wish you could report more effectively, but are
prevented because the information you need sits on job
cards in filing cabinets? With the Technician’s Tablet, job
details are recorded digitally, ready for immediate analysis.
Furthermore, the Fleetmaster dashboard offers clear, easy
to understand graphs and pie chats specifically designed
for at-a-glance visibility of the workshop’s current
operation.

Reduce costly data entry errors
The Technician’s Tablet enables technicians to enter job
details directly from the shop floor – which removes the
possibility that admin staff will re-enter information
incorrectly, resulting in costly mistakes. And of course,
because your admin team are no longer re-entering job
card data, their time can be used to focus on activities
that really benefit the organisation – like reducing cost,
or processing reveue-generating work.

Earn revenue-generating work
The combination of real-time operation levels and
improved data accuracy means you have far greater
control over, and confidence in, your forecasting. Some
Fleetmaster clients are now expanding operations by using
this information to identify spaces where they can take on
revenue-generating work.

Build a happier, more
productive team
Nobody enjoys working unproductively. Are your
technicians frustrated that they spend too much time on
administration? Do your admin team spend their days
re-entering job card data or searching for old job cards?
And do your management team struggle to monitor KPIs
and forecast accurately because they don’t have the
data they need? The Technician’s Tablet solves all these
issues, ensuring your workshop team are happier and more
productive in their working lives.

Workshop issues?
#TakeATablet

TRAPEZE GROUP: Technology rides with us
Trapeze Group supplies reliable, scalable and innovative solutions for the rail and road transport sector. Hundreds of private and public organisations in
Europe, North America and Asia-Pacific have selected software solutions from the Trapeze Group in order to improve and broaden the efficiency, quality and
scope of their transport solutions, thus enabling them to provide their customers with even more services in a more reliable and cost-effective manner.
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